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HANGING FABRIC STRUCTURES

Aviator™ Hanging Fabric Structures present your brand or convey your message fast, up high and from
all directions.  Available in exciting shapes and practical sizes to meet any trade show or event need.
Constructed from the highest quality lightweight materials, the Aviator™ frame assembles with push button
connectors.  No tools are ever required.  The structure is skinned with the very best tension fabric graphics!
Superior fabrics, zippers and sewing techniques ensure that your display will bring many years of use.  Our
unmatched dye sublimation printing is guaranteed to make your images stand out on the show �oor.
Aviator™ is e�ective, adaptable, easy to set-up and a�ordable.

Aviator™ Hanging Circle is a trade show and event standard.
The Circle is one of the most popular shapes and with
good reason - it o�ers unparalleled 360° brand or
message visibility.

Aviator™ Hanging Tapered Circle combines all the high
impact of the Circle with an angled surface for better
visibility from closer locations on the show �oor.

Aviator™ Hanging Triangle o�ers the visual balance of
three equal sides.  The sharp angles of the triangle contrast
with the typical square �oor space providing drama and
visual appeal.

Item
10’ x 36” Circle
10’ x 42” Circle

Item
10’ x 36” Tapered Circle
10’ x 42” Tapered Circle

Item
10’ x 36” Triangle
10’ x 42” Triangle



PINWHEEL

SQUARE

TAPERED SQUARE

4 SIDED RECTANGLE
Aviator™ Hanging Four-sided Rectangle stretches your 
message, whether it’s the same message on each side
or something di�erent.  Excellent for spaces that can bene�t
from two longer sides.

Aviator™ Hanging Pinwheel is a strong departure from
ordinary!  The Pinwheel draws everyone’s attention with
its curious curves, unique connection points and
�owing movement

Aviator™ Hanging Square provides the ideal visual billboard
that reaches every corner of the event.  The Square mimics
the typical �oor space creating a strong dominant presence.

Aviator™ Tapered Square combines all the qualities of the 
Square with an angled surface for better visibility from
closer locations on the show �oor. The Tapered Square
remains one of the top choices for trade shows.

Item
10’ x 36” Pinwheel
10’ x 42” Pinwheel
12’ x 48” Pinwheel

Item
10’ x 36” Square
10’ x 42” Square

Item
10’ x 36” Tapered Square
10’ x 42” Tapered Square

Item
10’ x 5’ 42” 4-Sided Rectangle


